Ultrasonic Height Sensor,
Measures from 100 cm to
200 cm(3’4” to 6’8”), with 1 cm
( 1/2” ) accuracy. It works on
the same system used by bats
to navigate when flying.
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The basic version is the FTS-A to
which a Height Meter and/or Coin
acceptor can be added to make the
following versions:
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FTS-C: Fitness scale with coin
or token acceptor
FTS-H: Fitness scale with height
meter
FTS-HC:Fitness scale with coin
acceptor and height meter
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BMI (Body Mass Index)
computer calculates BMI with
decimal accuracy.
BMI is a well known system
that allows the evaluation
of people’s obesity based on
height and weight.
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All models share the same specs:
Weighing Range:
500 g to 180 Kg in 100 g steps
1 Lb to 396 Lb in 4 Oz steps.
Bright LED displays for an optimum
visibility under any light condition.
Extremely reliable and easy to
calibrate and maintain
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FTS (Fitness Scale) is a professional
innovative scale designed after 15
years of experience in manufacturing
people weighing scales.
It is designed to be a strong and
reliable machine for heavy duty
usage.

FTS-A

FITNESS SCALE
Red bright digits indicate
weight in 100g steps (4 Oz).
It is possible to have
either Kg of Lb as default values
Weight can be displayed in
alternative system at the push
of a button.

A Coin acceptor with cash box
can be added to operate the
scale with a coin or a token.
Power supply is fixed on a
separate box on the back of the
scale and can be removed and
put into a higher position on the
wall, if the scale is to be
operated in a humid place.

FTS-A is the basic model
in which the Fitness scale is supplied

Dimensions in cm : 33(W)x50(D)x92(H) *H=235 for FTS-H - weight 31 Kg (68Lb)
Dimensions in ft&In 1’1”(W)x1’8”(D)x3’1”(H) *H=7’8” for FTS-H - weight 33Kg (72Lb)
Power: 110-230 VAC 50/60Hz 20 VA

FTS-HC
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Made in Italy by:
®
DPS-Promatic srl - Via Edison 21 - 47100 Forlì
Tel. +39-0543-723428 Fax +39-0543-725274
Manufacturers since 1981
E-mail: info@dps-promatic.com
http:// www.dps-promatic.com
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